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The impact of the 'shale gas revolution' on renewable energy.

The 'shale gas revolution' has changed the US energy sector and provided a wider economic boost to the country. Elsewhere, 'shale' is in its infancy, but
governments and companies have shown appetite for it. This has raised concerns that the phenomenon will threaten the development of renewable energy
sources. While renewables remain widely protected by subsidies and long-term targets, many developed economies are struggling to grow and to reduce
high debt levels -- making the subsidies bill harder to foot and the prospects of cheap energy more tempting.

SUBJECT:The impact of the 'shale gas revolution' on renewable energy.

SIGNIFICANCE:The 'shale gas revolution' has changed the US energy sector and provided a wider economic boost to the country. Elsewhere, 'shale' is in
its infancy, but governments and companies have shown appetite for it. This has raised concerns that the phenomenon will threaten the development of
renewable energy sources. While renewables remain widely protected by subsidies and long-term targets, many developed economies are struggling to
grow and to reduce high debt levels -- making the subsidies bill harder to foot and the prospects of cheap energy more tempting.

ANALYSIS: Impacts.

Countries where energy security is a serious concern and cleantech industries are small will tend to backtrack from renewables commitments.

From a climate perspective, gas is preferable to much more pollutant coal.

Yet rising US coal exports on the back of cheap gas undermine this positive effect.

Thus far the shale gas revolution has not resulted in cheap gas outside of North America, where a unique set of factors resulted in rapid expansion of the
industry:

In the United States, increases in output continued despite a sharp decline in prices, reaching, at
their lowest levels, below the average cost of production (see UNITED STATES: Lawsuits will not slow
shale gas boom - April 17, 2013.

Shale gas development outside the country is unlikely to follow a similar trajectory, although
progress could be swift where particular energy security drivers and industry capacities combine --
for example in Poland and Ukraine (see INTERNATIONAL: Politics is moving in support of shale -
March 1, 2013 and see EUROPEAN UNION: Member states will drive shale gas - September 27,
2012).

By contrast, renewables expansion has been driven almost entirely by government subsidy (see
INTERNATIONAL: Subsidies will shift to new renewables - January 26, 2012) and by the setting of
clear preferential policy goals and mandates, such as in the EU case (see EUROPEAN UNION: 2030
goals hinge on next two years - April 12, 2013).

Fiscal woes impact.

Yet the squeeze on public finances is reflected in recent investment trends. Spending on shale oil and
gas development has increased while expenditure on renewables has fallen:

According to the UK Energy Industries Council's EIC Monitor, 67 new projects were announced in the upstream sector in the first quarter of 2013 globally,
totalling 45.8 billion dollars, compared with 43.4 billion dollars in the fourth quarter of 2012 and 33.2 billion dollars in the first quarter of 2012. In contrast,
the renewables sector saw a drop to 45.4 billion dollars in the first quarter of 2013, from 82.9 billion dollars in the fourth quarter of 2012 and 75.6 billion
dollars in the first quarter of 2012.

Bloomberg New Energy Finance has shown a similar picture, with investment in new clean energy dropping to 40.6 billion dollars in the first quarter of 2013
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from 65.4 billion dollars in the previous quarter and from 52.0 billion dollars in the first quarter of 2012. The level of new investment in clean energy was
the lowest quarterly total since the first quarter of 2009, when capital availability was hit hard by the financial crisis.

Financing.

Funding for clean energy remains heavily dependent on government subsidies and incentives, while shale investments are generally financed by oil and gas
companies. These, following a protracted period of record oil prices, have strong balance sheets and cash flows. Yet oil and gas funding in the 'junior'
exploration and production (E&P) sector - ie, small companies -- has remained weak since the financial crisis, reflecting reduced capital availability and
banks' lower risk appetite.

In some cases, bank lending policies have favoured renewables over oil and gas, as government incentives for renewables create a lower risk environment
than small E&P, suiting post-financial crisis lending policies. For example, the UK RBS Group's energy sector lending almost halved between 2008 and 2011
-- but it was oil and gas that saw the largest decline, rather than renewables.

Yet overall renewables financing is dependent on the security provided by government incentives, while shale financing is dependent on the financial
strength of oil and gas companies. Hence, the drop in renewables investment can be attributed partly to falling costs, but primarily to revisions in subsidy
structures in different jurisdictions -- rather than competition from shale gas.

Moreover, utilities have started to divest renewable portfolios, looking to become developers and operators rather than owners and investors. This means
that the renewables sector needs to attract alternative sources of finance.

Retroactive adjustments to subsidy structures, as in Spain, have further shaken confidence in the renewables sector, as have the risks of assets being
stranded by a lack of interconnection or grid capacity -- for example in Brazil and China. Yet global clean energy investment remained in 2012 some 67%
higher than in 2007.

Variable prospects.

The prospects for renewables differ vastly among economies:

Japan.

Japan is bucking the OECD trend, with clean energy investment rising 75% in 2012, to 12.4 billion dollars. The proposed 5 billion-dollar offshore Fukushima
wind farm was the largest single new project in the renewables sector in the first quarter of 2013. Japan is looking to build renewables capacity as an
alternative to hydrocarbon imports and nuclear. This strategy is vulnerable to a drop in liquefied natural gas (LNG) prices, which would be heightened by a
US decision to allow unfettered LNG exports.

China.

China has successfully reaped the benefits of the 'green economy' by combining low manufacturing costs and subsidies with high levels of capital
deployment. Given rapid energy demand growth and policy goals to increase both renewables and gas use as a proportion of the energy mix, shale gas,
either domestic or imported, will compete primarily with other sources of gas supply.

United States.

It is only in the United States and Canada that gas is actually cheap. However, renewables are protected from competition, the uncertainties of credit
renewals and attempts to curb government spending. Despite years of abundant shale gas, the US wind industry installed 13,131 megawatts of new
capacity in 2012, the largest annual amount so far, leading wind to represent 42% of all new power generation capacity installed. Most important for future
development was the extension of tax credits in early January. The year also saw a record break for the US solar industry, with 3.31 gigawatts installed as
costs fell by 41%. Therefore, renewables in the country have not been undermined by shale gas -- especially when set against the level of gas-for-coal
switching. Cheap gas competes most against coal and nuclear.

CONCLUSION: Reductions in subsidies out of fiscal necessity or their elimination as a result of reaching grid parity are required to create genuine
competition between competing energy sources. For the moment, political support for renewable energy is strong in most countries despite the cost.
However, in developed economies pressure to reduce subsidies is likely to increase in the coming years. Should that happen, shale gas production -- if
accompanied by lower gas prices -- would represent a threat to further renewables expansion.
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